
 Back in the 1980s I read a true story that really caught my 

imagination.  The book was called The Tracker, by Tom Brown Jr.  It was 

about Tom, as a boy living in the Pine Barrens of southern New Jersey.  

He became friends with a Native American boy who happened to be 

living nearby with his grandfather, an elderly Apache named Stalking 

Wolf. The book describes how Stalking Wolf took the two boys under 

his wing, and after school each day taught them all about how to track 

wildlife and survive in the woods. It was fascinating to learn about the 

tricks of tracking animals and birds – and how much hard work it took. 

For instance, Brown describes how Stalking Wolf would have the boys 

sit still and silent with him for hours listening to the woods and then ask 

the boys what they heard.  The elderly man would tell them all the 

animals that had walked by without the boys even knowing it.  He 

would show them a track from a deer and then have them revisit the 

site for days and weeks to teach them how the dirt that made up a 

track slowly crumbled due to weather, thereby teaching the boys to 

identify how old a track was when they saw it. And there were many 

such lessons passed on by Stalking Wolf during the years the boys were 

under his instruction. Today Tom Brown is probably the foremost 

tracker in America.  He has a tracking and survival school where the 

military’s special forces and police, as well as civilians, are students.  He 

is asked to search for lost hikers and criminals on the run. 

 Today is Epiphany. I thought back to Tom Brown this year when 

praying about the Magi and Epiphany. I see the Magi as Wise Men, 

trackers of a sort, looking for signs.  They are tracking a king.  It may 

seem like it’s a pretty easy job.  After all, there’s a star in the sky 

guiding them! But notice that nobody else seems to be able to see the 

sign. When I was preparing this homily I went on the website of Tom 



Brown’s school.  There were some close-up photographs of sample 

animal tracks in the woods.  One was the front hoof of a deer.  Another 

was the scratching in the ground of a shrew, a tiny little animal 

weighing no more than a quarter. There were pencils in the photos 

pointing out the tracks but as hard as I looked I couldn’t see any signs at 

all. Just because there are signs doesn’t mean that we or King Herod 

will be able to see them. 

 But the Magi could see the sign -- until they lost the trail 

somewhere around Jerusalem.  Tom Brown describes the process of 

how to pick up an animal’s track if you lose it.  You have to start circling 

the last track, looking really closely, until you find the next clue. The 

Magi start asking around, and eventually they pick up the sign again. 

 I mention all of this on Epiphany because I think there is a spiritual 

lesson here. Christ can seem hidden until we look for Him, really look. 

One of the things Tom Brown learned from Stalking Wolf was that the 

woods were filled with life – and this life was beautiful, fascinating, 

potentially nourishing to him.  But Tom was missing 99% of it because 

he couldn’t, or wouldn’t, see and hear – because he didn’t know how to 

look and listen. I think that is a big part of why our spiritual lives are so 

seemingly empty.  They’re not really empty at all, any more than the 

Pine Barrens were empty when Tom Brown was walking in them. But 

we miss 99% of what God is doing and saying because we haven’t 

learned to look and listen for Him. 

 And it’s not easy. One of the most interesting things about The 

Tracker is Stalking Wolf.  Here was a master of a dying art. When 

Stalking Wolf was born, in the 1890s, tracking game was a common skill 

of the Apaches – and many whites as well. But by the 1960s and 70s 



how many people really knew how to do this? What an opportunity to 

learn this ancient art. But it would have been really easy to miss out on 

the chance. 

 For a while after reading this book I was interested in learning 

how to track game.  But you know what? It takes a lot of patience and 

time.  And it’s really boring on one level. Do you really want to keep 

going back to the same track for weeks and pay close enough attention 

to the dirt crumbling – and then remember it all? 

 I just think of one’s prayer life. Prayer is tracking God.  A lot of it is 

patience.  How many of us start with a fascination with the idea of 

praying, but give up because we’re quickly bored and nothing seems to 

be alive in our prayer? We tell ourselves we’re listening for God, but we 

really don’t give it a lot of time. We’re not quiet and attentive enough 

to hear His voice. I think of prayer as sitting in the Pine Barrens. It takes 

time and attention to be able to discern what’s happening.  The 

spiritual world is beautiful, active, life-giving – and we miss 99% of what 

God is doing and trying to say to us. Tom Brown said that at the end of 

each set of tracks is a beautiful animal, something ultimately alive. God 

is alive in our lives if we would sit, listen, look, learn, with patience. You 

know I’m always on you about 20 minutes or more a day for prayer. I’m 

certainly no Stalking Wolf. I’m not that kind of spiritual master.  But I do 

know enough that it takes time to know God and find Him. 

 One of the main characteristics of the Magi was not just that they 

had learned to read the signs leading them to a King nobody else could 

find.  It was their perseverance.  It might have taken them years of hard 

travel to get to Jerusalem, tracking the new King.  But they persevered.  

They kept at it.  And they were rewarded with a vision of Beauty 



Himself.  At the end of the tracks was a little baby.  Beneath the star 

was God.  We are all offered that same journey and trail. Please spend 

the time needed to learn, hear, and see God.  Don’t give up on the 

spiritual life.  Don’t stop praying.  Persevere.  Don’t quit. The world’s 

full of God’s life if we persevere in following the signs to Him.  


